PERLA,
YOUR BUSINESS
ALWAYS WITH YOU

THE SOLUTION
TO MANAGE,
CONTROL
AND SECURE
CASH IN YOUR
BUSINESS

CASH MANAGMENT

STAFF CONTROL

DEPOSITS
Intelligent banknotes deposit –banknotes
genuineness check, value identification
and counting

TIME ATTENDANCE CONTROL
Employees time attendance control with biometric
recognition and online notifications

WITHDRAW
Cashier Shift Funds or cash withdrawals
with user plafound.

TOTAL ONLINE CONTROL

CHANGE
Banknotes exchange for an equal amount
in smaller currency banknotes

REPORT
Online information, event notifications
by email, APP or SMS, total control from your PC,
tablet or mobile phone

VALUES PROTECTION

OTHER FEATURES

PROTECT
Strong vault and electronic protection with
multiple security sensors, alarm and instantaneous
notification in case of incident

MEASURES
H400mm X W200mm x D400mm
Weight 40Kg
Display TFT 5’’ Touch

TRACKING
Integrated GPS for real-time location
in case of theft

grupo
PHONE:
+ 351 261 812 140
EMAIL:
INFO@PERLACASH.COM

www.perlacash.com

www.feerica.com

IS THE CASH
MANAGEMENT
IN YOUR
BUSINESS
SAFE AND
EFFICIENT?

PERLA
THE SOLUTION
TO MANAGEMENT
YOUR CASH
THAT SIMPLIFIES
YOUR BUSINESS

In a small and medium shops, cash
management typically requires
several procedures for registration,
control, storage and accounting to
prevent failures and losses during
the process.

The cash management process still
requires some technical equipments
for cash validation, count and
guard, requiring also the presence
of someone responsible to access
funds if needed.

However these records are
fragmented and are kept in different
supports: cash registers, print
fasteners, cashier funds, cash
withdrawals among others, making
the process control and audits
delayed and bureaucratic.

This process is still highly dependent
on the suitability of persons involved
and vulnerable to failure, processing
errors or even fraud, tampering with
records and Internal theft.

In case of failure cash losses can be
considerable, with high delays until
anomaly is detected and sometimes
is impossible to recover the amounts
lost.
In fact, managing cash with
efficiency and security is
a complex challenge for small
and medium-sized businesses
due to its limited resources, which
promote the use of unsecure cash
management procedures.

Perla is a full cash management
solution for your business that
centralizes in one device all
operations involving cash validation,
counting, guard and cash withdraw,
ensuring high levels of security,
control, audit and efficiency.

Perla is Plug and Play - It requires
only a power socket and the
equipment is fully operational and
ready for use.
The system identifies each users
through finger print, allowing the
access to operations according
to their own user profile.

Perla also manages time attendance
of your employees, offering
all-in-one features in a small
compact solution.

PMS
PERLA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
IS THERE
ANOTHER
WAY?
CASH DEPOSIT AND COUNTING
GENUINENESS CHECK
BANKNOTE EXCHANGE
CASH WIDRAW
CASHIER SHIFT FUNDS WITHDRAW
CASH WITHDRAW FOR SUPPLIERS PAYMENTS
BIOMETRIC TIME ATTENDDANCE CONTROL
PERMANENT REPORT ON YOUR
PC/TABLET/SMARTPHONE

PMS is a centralized management system that allows you
to access information in a simple and efficient way.
This platform can be accessed through any equipment
with web browser (PC, MAC, iOS Mobile, Android Mobile).
All system management is done through the PMS, from
users setup and profiles, authorized plafonds, technical
configurations, alarms, safe opening timings,
geo-location, notifications and supporting operation.
All information is stored on a high security encrypted
databases with secure communications between the
server and Perla.
Data is safeguarded and properly protected against
technical problems, unauthorized access attempts
and tampering.
The PMS allows complete control over your business
at distance, in an intuitive, simple and efficient way.

Having the capability to exchange
banknotes and to dispense funds if
necessary, Perla reduces the need
for large sums of cash available
reducing risk exposure and
increases security perception of
employees.
All operations are saved and
centrally recorded on a secure
server, allowing query to all
information any time, anywhere.

